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If you are ready to lose weight fast, this Essential 800 Calorie Mediterranean Recipe Book brings
together intermittent fasting with the many benefits of the Mediterranean diet. The latest
research shows that 800 calories a day is the ideal number to lose weight quickly and safely,
plus it’s less limiting than lower calorie diet plans. This easy-to-use low calorie, low carbohydrate,
Mediterranean style cookbook is an ideal accompaniment for anyone serious about losing
weight on the 5:2 diet and intermittent fasting while improving cholesterol, reducing blood
pressure and improving longevity.The Mediterranean diet is known to help you live longer and
boost health and is recognised as the world’s healthiest diet. This easy-to-follow Quick Start
Guide takes a comprehensive approach and provides you with plenty of simple, delicious
recipes which are ideal for fasting, calorie counting, low carbohydrate diets using Mediterranean
style recipes containing delicious fresh ingredients.Lose weight fast while improving your health,
for a slimmer, healthier, happier you!- Delicious nutritious calorie-counted Mediterranean style
recipes.- Discover how time restricted eating can help you lose weight.- Begin intermittent
fasting with a healthy Mediterranean diet.- Improve your cholesterol, blood pressure and
improve your wellbeing!- Unleash a slimmer, healthier and happier you!- Plenty of tasty low carb,
calorie-counted recipes.

“If you haven’t heard about Green Kitchen Stories yet, don’t blame us. We’ve been obsessing
over this couple and their Nordic way of life forever…their latest cookbook, Green Kitchen
Travels, inspired by – what else? – their family travels. Most notably, their time spent up and
down the coast of California and on to the culinary epicenter that is New York City.” –The
Chalkboard Mag “…a visually stunning book filled with 90 recipes that are accessible to the
home cook based on their travels (all except two are gluten-free). Taking inspiration from
traditional recipes, with some slight adjustments, they’re made healthier for everyday meals…the
recipes look absolutely decadent (each and every recipe has an accompanying photo), the
photos are just as much a part of this book as are the recipes. They bring you in as if you were
with them at the wonderful hole-in-the-wall restaurant somewhere in the Born district of
Barcelona or having a conversation on an airplane about a recipe. Green Kitchen Travels is an
inspiring book that is equal parts cookbook, travel journal and photo album. I’m thrilled it’s part of
our home collection and can’t wait to put some of these recipes to the test with my own kids.” –
Traveling Mom.com"...Green Kitchen Travels, the newest book from Green Kitchen Stories
bloggers David Frenkel and Luise Vindahl is one of the pretty--and pretty delicious--ones.
Frenkel and Vindahl are intrepid travelers and curious eaters, and their new book shares recipes
and ideas they gathered from their feast around the world." –Epicurious“Frenkiel and Vindahl
are the couple behind dreamboat Scandi food blog Green Kitchen Stories. Who would like it?



New parents and healthy veggies alike, and anyone for whom the first meal is the best one of the
day: there are very few dishes here that wouldn’t be at home on a brunch buffet…this is light and
energizing fare, often unintentionally vegan and all the more inspiring for it. There’s a reason
Green Kitchen Stories is one of the most avidly read blogs out there – their passion for food is
palpable, and an instant invitation to tuck in.” –The Guardian “Required Reading” –
Gardenista “Just looking at the cover of Green Kitchen Travels stirred up inspiration on the
visceral level for me. There are beautiful photographs of food, yes, but also captures of the
worldly places that inspired each dish. This one accomplishes both handily. There’s nothing
about it that I don’t love. Addictive is the only adjective you need to know, but here are some
others: crunchy, salty, sweet, tender, and fresh. Lots of things to turn the wheels no matter what
level you’re at with whole food + vegetarian adventures. You can buy it (and you should
seriously).” –The First Mess “The new vegetarian cookbook from blogging power couple, Green
Kitchen Travels will convert even the most meat loving of carnivores. Just like their blog (and
their first cookbook), this book features beautifully-styled food photography, stunning shots of
their travels and a generous helping of Scandi-cool. With a focus on natural, organic ingredients
and a large selection of vegan and gluten free recipes, this inspiring book shows you that
creating healthy vegetarian food can be both exciting and enjoyable.” –Get the Gloss “There
wasn’t a picture, a recipe, a story that I didn’t fall in love with. Let’s just say that I have a huge
crush on this book. One of the reasons I connected so strongly to their book has to do with the
way David and Louise eat...each creation isn’t just flavorful, but, overall, pretty healthy as well. If
a recipe isn’t vegetarian or vegan, it’s gluten-free. Sometimes both.” –AThoughtforFood.net “I’ve
been anticipating their second cookbook, Green Kitchen Travels, with much enthusiasm after
admiring their work for many years. The book is filled with vibrant vegetarian and vegan dishes,
many of which I was tempted to make right away. What makes it special is that every recipe is
inspired by the authors’ travels around the world, often based on authentic dishes with a fresh,
veggie-based twist. The creative and easy-going GKS style is evident on every page.” –
Golubkakitchen.com --This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorDavid Frenkiel
and Luise Vindahl are the faces behind the hugely successful blog Green Kitchen Stories,
winner of the Saveur Best Special Diets Blog in 2013. Luise is the happy health freak with a
passion for developing wheat-free and sugar-free recipes and David is the photographer and
design-eye behind their work. This is their second book. --This text refers to the hardcover
edition.
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First published in 2019 by Erin Rose PublishingText and illustration copyright © 2019 Erin Rose
PublishingDesign: Julie AnsonA CIP record for this book is available from the British Library.All
Rights Reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or
transmitted by any form or by any means, electronic, recording or otherwise without the prior
permission in writing from the publishers. Unauthorised reproduction of any part of this
publication by any means including photocopying is an infringement of copyright.DISCLAIMER:
This book is for informational purposes only and not intended as a substitute for the medical
advice, diagnosis or treatment of a physician or qualified healthcare provider. The reader should
consult a physician before undertaking a new health care regime and in all matters relating to his/
her health, and particularly with respect to any symptoms that may require diagnosis or medical
attention.While every care has been taken in compiling the recipes for this Book we cannot
accept responsibility for any problems which arise as a result of preparing one of the recipes.
The author and publisher disclaim responsibility for any adverse effects that may arise from the
use or application of the recipes in this book. Some of the recipes in this book include nuts. If you
have a nut allergy it’s important to avoid these.ContentsIntroduction800 Calories For Optimum
Weight LossHow To Get StartedDiet TipsBreakfast, Lunch & DinnerRecipes Under 100
CaloriesCreamy Red Pepper SoupTomato & Basil SoupCreamy Tomato & Pesto SoupGarlic
Mushroom WrapsCarrot & Apple SmoothiePink Grapefruit & Carrot SmoothieGolden Cauliflower
‘Rice’Recipes Under 200 CaloriesBreakfast MuffinsCheese & HamBreakfast PeppersPink
Grapefruit & Carrot SmoothieCarrot, Coriander & Butterbean SoupCream Of Mushroom
SoupAsparagus SoupChicken & Mushroom SoupMozzarella SlicesTomato & Olive SaladBaked
CodPrawn SkewersMediterranean Fried ‘Rice’Parmesan Chicken & AsparagusSpinach & Herb
Stuffed ChickenSeabass & RatatouilleBaked Eggs & PeppersRoast Courgette & OlivesRecipes
Under 300 CaloriesCheese & Tomato Mini Cauliflower PizzasTomato & Olive Stuffed
ChickenPrawn Oven TraybakeLemon & Coriander (Cilantro) ChickenChilli Chicken Skewers &
Roast CauliflowerMediterranean Vegetable BakeGarlic Chicken & Pepper SkewersEasy Banana
PancakesCheese & Mushroom Pork ChopsBean & Quinoa CasseroleCourgette
FrittersMozzarella & Tomato Mug OmeletteHerby Ham & Cheese OmeletteTomato & Basil
EggsAubergine FriesEgg & Lentil SaladMixed Bean SaladMozzarella Roast VegetablesHalloumi
& Asparagus SaladCourgette ‘Spaghetti’ Pesto & Avocado DressingMediterranean CodChicken
& Quinoa SaladTuna CasseroleRecipes Under 400 CaloriesSteak & Cheese Lettuce
WrapsOlive, Tomato & Herb FrittataChilli Mushroom & Bean OmeletteFresh Basil, Mozzarella &
Tomato ChickenCheese & Courgette OmeletteCreamy Lime & Mint SmoothiePiri Piri & Prawn
SaladFeta & Spinach SliceHerby Tomato, Cannellini & Feta SaladMozzarella & Aubergine
RollsPrawn & Cannellini AvocadosPancetta & Kidney Bean SaladItalian Lentil SaladAvocado &
Beetroot SaladGreek Style SaladChicken LasagneLemon & Herb Lamb ChopsSalmon, Butter
Beans & Yogurt DressingHunters ChickenRack of Lamb With Cucumber & HummusMustard &
Garlic PrawnsMarinated Pork ChopsTomato, Feta & Pomegranate BakeSalmon KebabsSpicy
Meatballs & Minty Yogurt DipRecipes Under 500 CaloriesTuna & Lentil BakePork Steaks,



Peppers & BeansHalloumi & Vegetable TraybakeAvocado & Chicken OmeletteSalmon & Olive
BakeDessertsUnder 230 CaloriesSpiced Poached PearsChocolate TrufflesNutty Chocolate
TreatsBerry Compote & Vanilla YogurtTropical Skewers & Fruit SauceRaspberry
CupcakesIntroductionBringing together the world’s most successful diets, this easy-to-use
cookbook provides you with simple and delicious recipes for fast, healthy weight loss.By
combining intermittent fasting (IF) with easy, healthy and delicious low carb, calorie-counted,
Mediterranean style recipes, you can achieve great weight loss results.You can tailor your diet
depending on your life-style and how much weight you want to lose. This book guides you on
how to get started, offering weight loss tips and plenty of lovely recipes to choose from.The
Mediterranean Diet has been repeatedly backed by science which proved the health benefits
include improving longevity, helping reduce cholesterol levels, blood pressure, heart disease,
strokes, blood sugar levels, diabetes, obesity and inflammation.Intermittent fasting on the 5:2
diet has been a great success with thousands, achieving and maintaining their weight loss goals
by significantly restricting their calorie intake 2 days a week. New research shows the optimum
number of calories you can consume and still lose weight is 800 calories per day which is much
more doable. Team that with the health benefits of the Mediterranean style food and you have a
winner!This Quick Start Guide contains clear, concise information on achieving fast weight loss
and sustainable health benefits. It provides you with the essential information, plus, simple, great-
tasting, calorie-counted recipes which are also low in carbohydrates. The result, you will be able
to prevent hunger while losing weight and improving your health!800 Calories For Optimum
Weight LossA Newcastle University published results of a study which found that overweight,
type 2 diabetics who followed an 800-calorie-a-day diet for 12 weeks ‘reversed’ their diabetes,
achieved and sustained average weight loss of 10kg.A study by Oxford University showed
health markers, including an improvement in metabolic and cardiovascular health, plus an
average 10kg weight loss in an overweight group who replaced meals with soups, shakes and
bars which totalled 800 calories per day.A daily limit of 800 calories is about a third of the
average guidelines to maintain weight, which for a man is 2,500 calories and less than half that
recommended for a woman, which is 2,000 calories.Simply put, the 800 calorie diet plan
involves restricting calories, on a daily basis, for no more than 12 weeks. Or following the 5:2 diet
plan by consuming up to 800 calories 2 days a week, whilst eating a normal healthy diet for the 5
days.Such calorie restriction is safe and doable for most people. Contrary to belief, fast weight
loss can be maintained and it can help to lower blood sugar levels, in some cases even
reversing pre-diabetes and type 2diabetes.By restricting calories you will be reducing, or cutting
out, junk food, including refined carbohydrates, sugars and harmful fats on fasting days. Instead
you will be eating vegetables, healthy fats and quality protein. This will have beneficial changes
on the health of your gut too.Eating low carbohydrate foods improves blood sugar, reduces your
waistline and boosts your health. Blood sugar rises every time we eat, even more so from rapidly
absorbed sugars and starchy carbohydrates. It later falls, when the quick effect of the quickly
absorbed food wears off, causing peaks and troughs in the blood sugar causing hunger, fatigue



and cravings for more sugar. To prevent huge swings in your blood sugar it is best to avoid
starchy carbohydrates, sugar and alcohol to stabilise the body.Another popular and proven
successful weight loss technique is to Time Restricted Eating (TRE). Basically this means eating
all calories within a certain time frame each day. Often this can be a window of 8 to 16 hours a
day, stretching the overnight fasting period, so you would consume no calories during this time.
Time restricted allows the body to repair and you can start with a shorter fasting time and
gradually increase it.The benefits of calorie restriction and intermittent fasting extend beyond
weight loss, and it is suitable for most people who are overweight. However, check with your
doctor or health care professional that it is safe for you to do so before you begin.Fasting is not
suitable for the elderly, convalescing, children, during pregnancy or breastfeeding, or if you
suffer from or have a history of an eating disorder or have a low BMI or have other medical
conditions. Always seek your doctor’s advice and especially regarding medication changes.How
To Get StartedBeginning any diet can be daunting so allow yourself to do it in whatever way
works best for you. Of course, this all depends on how much weight you want to lose and how
quickly you want to shed the extra pounds.You can:1. Restrict yourself to 800 calories a day for 2
weeks and up to a maximum of 12 weeks.2. Follow the 5:2 diet, restricting yourself to 800
calories for 2 days a week and eating sensibly for 5 days.3. Combine fasting and/or non-fasting
days with time restricted eating. This means all food should be eaten in an 8–12 hour window
each day.Plan which days you are fasting so you can be prepared. Increase your fluid intake on
these days. Not only will it replace your usual food intake it will help your body eliminate fat.
Drinking 2-3 litres a day is advisable.Avoiding processed foods, sugar and carbohydrates such
as pasta, bread, biscuits, cakes, cereals, crackers, noodles, rice and potatoes. Beware of sugary
sauces like sweet chilli, BBQ, ketchup and concentrated fruit juices or fast food containing
hidden sugars. Processed food are often contain high amounts of sugar and fat and it’s thought
that combination is what causes cravings for junk food and results in weight gain.Familiarise
yourself with what you can eat and remove tempting foods from your cupboards.You can eat
your daily calorie limit over 2 or 3 meals, depending on what suits you and fits in with your
lifestyle. Some prefer to extend their overnight fasting by having a late breakfast and early
evening meal as they find it easier. However, you can spread your calorie intake over breakfast,
lunch and dinner, opting for lighter meals.This may take a little experimenting and adapting as
you begin your diet and work out what works best for you.You choose to stick to 800 calories a
day for 14 days, or however long you decide, depending on how rapidly you want to lose weight
and then switch to the 5:2 diet. Eating low carbohydrate foods will reduce any cravings or hunger
pangs making it much easier for you. Eating protein will help you feel satiated for longer.The
recipes are all calorie counted and listed according to their calorie content. This will make it easy
to select what to have for each meal. You can choose whether to have 2 or 3 meals a day. The
recipes can be used for whichever meal you choose – just stay within the 800 calorie total on
fasting days.This cookbook also contains recipes for healthy, low-carb, low-calorie desserts,
however only eat these in moderation and avoid them completely if you have sugar cravings.



These can be reduced or eliminated completely by avoiding sugar and starchy
carbohydrates.DIET TIPS• Staying busy will help take your mind of food, especially when you
first start. Get up and do something. Exercise helps, even if it’s going for a walk.• Keep a food
diary. Writing down what you eat helps you track your calorie consumption and you can also log
how you are feeling including energy, sleep, weight loss and fluid intake. It’s great to reflect and
see how you’re doing.• Decide when the best time to fast is. Avoiding social get-togethers,
holidays and weekends will help you kick start your plan.• On non-fasting days, don’t binge. You
can stick to the low carb recipes and don’t over-do the portions.• Avoid refined carbohydrates
and sugars and eat vegetables and protein.• You can fill up on high volume foods like broccoli,
cauliflower, carrots and heaps of lettuce or spinach without adding large amounts of calories.• At
mealtimes, replace starchy carbohydrates with lots of veggies and you’ll feel less sluggish and
hungry.• Schedule in easy meals, plan in advance so you avoid temptation. That way you can
also avoid missing a meal.• Drink plenty of water!If you get sugar cravings, they will pass! Once
your body switches to burning fat for fuel it will be easier.• You may experience headaches in the
first couple of days as your body adjusts. Relax, relax and drink water. Remember, you need
extra fluid as your body burns off fat.• Prepare some tasty meals and snacks for the fridge or
freezer and plan ahead so you aren’t tempted to overdo the calories.• At mealtimes you can
replace carbohydrates with heaps of veggies. That way you won’t feel so sluggish.
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marsmom, “Very helpful. Great recipes and ideas.”

Steve Webb, “Lovely little book. Great little buy. This offers a nice number of easy and different
recipes that are healthy and nutritious.It offers recipes in groups of their calorific value for those
on a health drive and none of the recipes, due to the nature of the med diet, are very labourious
or contain alot of ingredients. Simple and efficient book.I'm very happy with the purchase and
can recommend.”

Vanessa, “Fab 800. Thanks Dr Moseley. A lovely cook book making it easy to choose meals for
5.2 and can share happily with other family members. Love it.”

The book by Quick Start Guides has a rating of  5 out of 4.1. 288 people have provided feedback.
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